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The best way to buy, trade, sell 
and store cryptocurrency.
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2cash
Money for Everyone
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•Digital currency and cryptocurrency is the future of money. 
Be first in a huge new market that will make millions of 
people millionaires.  

•2cash is a simple way to buy, trade, sell and securely store 
your cryptocurrency. 

•Trade cryptocurrency for free or subscribe to the AC20 and 
enjoy limited transactions plus earn on everyone you invite.

THE OPPORTUNITY
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THE COMPANY
2cash is a FinTech development 
and marketing firm with 
operations in Asia, Europe, South 
Africa and the Americas.



• 2cash is the best solution for anyone with an 
Internet connection and smartphone to buy, 
trade and store cryptocurrency. 

• Pay a small transaction fee, or subscribe to 
the AC20 and enjoy unlimited transactions 
plus earn rewards when you invite others.

INTRODUCTION
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2CASH WORKS GREAT WITH …



THE PRODUCT
The 2cash Wallet runs on Chrome or Firefox browsers. 
You can also get the app for Android and iOS.
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TRADE CRYPTO
Simply monitor and trade 
cryptocurrency and inside your 
2cash Wallet.

BUY LOW - SELL HIGH
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REWARDS
Earn referral income on everyone you invite and overrides 
on everyone they invite.

20% on Everyone You Invite 

 Invite 25 x                        = $100 USD monthly

Pack
1000

= $200 USD

Pack
3000

= $600 USD

Pack
5000

= $1,000 USD
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Invite 5 x                         = $20 USD monthly

+ Overrides on Everyone They Invite 

Earn from 2product pack sales

1 2

Maximum 
weekly 

override 
rewards 

$32,000 USD

20% 
Direct 

Referrals

20% 
Unlimited 
Overrides



FAQ knowledge base
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HELP CENTRE
Robust help systems to ensure you get fast answers 
to any questions you have with 2cash.

marketing & training tools
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monitored

emailonline chat



What PayPal did for e-commerce 2cash 
will do for crypto-commerce.

TIMING

������Elon�Musk�and�Peter�Thiel�became�Billionaires�
because�they�were�at�the�right�place�at�the�right�time�
with�PayPal.

You are at the right place and right 
time right now with 2cash.

“
’’
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Create a 2cash wallet in less than 3 
minutes for free.

CREATE AN ACCOUNT
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2

Verify your account with your email & ID.

Ask the person who invited you for 
their promo code.

Get Started Now
SIMPLE  •  SECURE  •  FREE



© 2021, 2cash - All Rights Reserved

www.2cash.io

All product names, logos and companies used in this presentation are trademarks of their respective owners, which may 
or may not be, associated with 2cash or its respective brands.
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Disclaimer: Any income or earnings statements are estimates of income potential only, and there is no assurance that 
your earnings will match the figures we present. Your reliance on the figures we present is at your own risk. Any income 
or earnings depicted are NOT to be interpreted as common, typical, expected, or normal for the average user or 
independent affiliate. This particular result may be exceptional, and the variables that impact results are so numerous 
and sometimes uncontrollable, that 2cash makes no guarantees as to your income or earnings of any kind, at any time. 
For terms and conditions, user agreement and complete disclaimers refer to: agree.2cash.io

http://agree.2cash.io

